MyCloud Hosted Network Security
Comprehensive Network Protection in the Cloud
Cerberus Networks provides hosted security services for clients wanting to centralise and simplify network
security while reducing costs and administration overheads. Our solutions are designed around firewalls from the
UTM market leader, Fortinet. Working with a certified FortiPartner, you can be assured of expert security
administration and network management. With comprehensive 24x7 monitoring and reporting, you can help
your customers retain control of the security issues affecting their networks and prevent data loss or downtime.
MyCloud Hosted Network Security comprises the operation and maintenance of centralised, high-availability
security platform, software and policies, and 24x7 management and monitoring by the Cerberus Network
Operations Centre (NOC). The Cerberus NOC proactively responds to new threats, and draws on the security
expertise of our Fortinet accredited technicians in order to secure client network infrastructure.
MyCloud hosted firewall offers the following key benefits:
Reduced costs for providing the same level of
network protection as an onsite firewall

Reduced complexity - single hosted firewall for
multiple sites, including colo or hosted computing

Eliminates upgrades, repairs and hardware
obsolescence

Block suspicious traffic before it gets near your
customer’s network

Higher uptime due to clustered hardware
platform

Removes the need for in-house security
administration

Fortinet Unified Threat Management
The Fortinet FortiGate Unified Threat Management platform combines the FortiOS™ security operating system
with FortiASIC processors to provide a comprehensive and high-performance array of security and networking
functions including:
Firewall and Traffic Shaping
Antivirus/Antimalware
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
Web Content Filtering
IPSec and SSL VPN Gateway
Application Control (e.g., IM, P2P, etc)
Policy-based Routing
Directory Integration for Security Polices
FortiGate appliances provide cost-effective, comprehensive protection against network, content, and
application-level threats - including complex attacks favoured by cybercriminals - without degrading network
availability and uptime.
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Functionality without Complexity
MyCloud Hosted Network Security Features
Real-time network
scanning for Internet
threats

Understand more about your customer’s network with these bespoke
firewall activity reports. Reports include: blocked intrusions, bandwidth
peak-times, top Web sites visited, etc.

Low Admin Overhead

Protect your network from the latest generation of Internet-based threats –
with real-time anti-virus scanning, Web content filtering, and intrusion
prevention services.

Accredited telephone
technical support

Our team of accredited Fortinet and network engineers will assist you with
any firewall or network related query, and will provide you with quick
diagnostics for any firewall fault.

VPN Management and
Maintenance

Let your business reap the benefits that remote working and private site-tosite communications have to offer without the concerns of compromised
security.

On-going firewall policy
and configuration
updates

Our support team are on hand to manage and maintain all areas of the
firewall including VPN tunnel configuration, traffic shaping and customised
Web content filtering.

Best of breed security
platform

Fortinet's market-leading UTM firewalls are at the heart of our security
solutions. These award-winning firewalls offer real-time network protection
from Internet-borne threats without impacting network performance.

End-to-end Service, Management and Reporting
With any security system, there is no such thing as a ‘fit and forget’ solution. Threats change and evolve as do
the needs of your clients’ businesses. From new forms of malware to changing requirements for remote
connectivity and traffic filtering, the proliferation of threats leaves networks vulnerable to attack resulting in
downtime or loss of data.
Guaranteed 24x7 Hardware SLA
Based on a high-availability clustered architecture, MyCloud Hosted Security provides full failover in case of
hardware faults. This means dramatically reduced downtime versus a single on-premise device.
Security Management & Administration
Our security management services provide straightforward, on-demand remote management for your
equipment. As well as responding to support calls and configuration requests within a Service Level
Agreement (SLA), we take care of all firmware upgrades on the appliance and perform a configuration
backup daily in case of fault or failure.
Managed Security Reports
Ongoing, detailed and tailored reports on security alerts and user activity provide clear insight into your
customers’ networks and enable you to quickly identify areas that need immediate attention – as well as
highlighting potential upgrades or project work.
Secure Connectivity Solutions
Cerberus Managed Security services are a core component of our Secure Connectivity solutions. Making full
use of the advanced routing and load-balancing features of the Fortinet UTM firewalls, these services
provide fully managed, secure and resilient Internet connectivity using multiple carriers meaning your
customers stay online.
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Straightforward pricing for networks of 10 -250 Users
MyCloud Hosted Network Security is billed monthly based on the resources and services in use.
Set-up and Configuration charges will apply based on your network design. Please ask your account manager for
details.
All pricing excludes VAT

MyCloud Hosted Network Security – 50Mbps

Price/Month

Contract

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Virtual Domain

12 Months

24 Months

36 Months

£110.00

£105.00

£100.00

£18.00

£17.00

£16.00

£35.00

£33.00

£31.50

£18.00

£17.00

£16.00

£25.00

£23.50

£22.50

£18.00

£17.00

£16.00

Virtual domain for separated management of virtual firewall

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Firewall & VPN
Inc. 8x5x4 hour tech support, 5 incidents, unlimited IPSec and SSL VPN

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Real time Antivirus/Antimalware
Real-time AV filtering subscription

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Web Content Filtering
Category-based Web content filtering subscription

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Intrusion Prevention
IPS subscription

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Reporting Services
MyCloud Hosted Network Security – 100Mbps

Price/Month

Contract

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Virtual Domain

12 Months

24 Months

36 Months

£110.00

£105.00

£100.00

£30.00

£28.50

£27.00

£50.00

£47.50

£45.00

£30.00

£28.50

£27.00

£40.00

£38.00

£36.00

£30.00

£28.50

£27.00

£30.00
£60.00

£30.00
£60.00

£30.00
£60.00

Virtual domain for separated management of virtual firewall

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Firewall & VPN
Inc. 8x5x4 hour tech support, 5 incidents, unlimited IPSec and SSL VPN

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Real time Antivirus/Antimalware
Real-time AV filtering subscription

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Web Content Filtering
Category-based Web content filtering subscription

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Intrusion Prevention
IPS subscription

MyCloud Hosted Firewall - Reporting Services
Management services upgrade
Tech Support - Upgrade to 10 x 15 min. incidents per month
Tech Support - Upgrade to 15 x 15 min. incidents per month

To discuss your requirements and for further information, please contact our sales team on 0345 257 1333 or via
email at sales@cerberusnetworks.co.uk.
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